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Luke XVIII 1 ‘They ought always to pray, and not lose heart.’ 

You are all familiar perhaps with the proposal which was known at the time as Professor Tyndall’s 

prayer gauge. Some twenty years ago, a friend communicated through the late professor a proposal 

which he said would afford a scientific basis for estimating the value of prayer. A ward in a hospital 

was to be selected and the patients in that ward were to become the special care of the devout 

public. Prayers were to be offered for their recovery, and medical experts were to watch and 

chronicle results. Needless to say, the suggestion was not accepted. There was no Fra Dominico 

prepared to champion Savonarola. It was all very well for clergyman after clergyman and religious 

paper after religious paper to throw ridicule on the suggestion. The suggestion was indeed 

ridiculous, but if the view of prayer which these trustees of Christian doctrine ordinarily preached 

was the true view, Professor Tyndall’s challenge ought to have been accepted. It proceeded on the 

assumption that prayer could direct the hand of God to set aside certain laws miraculously, at least 

so far as ordinary human knowledge goes, that those sick by nature can be cured by intercession, 

that those whose vital spark flickers because its life is departing can be revived on the supplication of 

just, that, in other words, prayer has a scientific value (using scientific in a strictly materialistic 

sense), like the law of Gravitation or the laws of Chemical affinity. There can be no doubt whatever 

but that that is the view of prayer prevalent in Christendom. The popular preacher who talks down 

by anecdote to his people, and who not only by his own hand holds back the index finger of 

progressive thought but summons a force of public ignorance to support him in his resistance, 

proves the efficacy of prayer by tales of miraculous cures and miraculous gifts. According to him 

prayer may set aside the ordinary operations of natural law; by prayer the poor get their doles and 

the rich their heart’s desire; by prayer the smitten Job is restored to his possessions and the wealthy 

Solomon made secure in his; by prayer the impending calamity is averted and the joys of life 

established. By prayer those silent inflexible forces of nature that have moulded the universe from 

the beginning are to be stopped in their courses and run into unusual grooves. The west wind is no 

more to bring rain, the south no more warmth, the ears of the harvest are to grow no more under 

the gentle influence of sun and rain; and man is no longer to be subject to the inevitable 

consequences of word and act. Surely if that is to be the faith of the prayerful Christian Professor 

Tyndall’s challenge should have been accepted, for according to that belief the efficacy of prayer can 

be measured by scientific observation. 

If I seem to throw doubt upon the efficacy of prayer as a physical force with which science has to 

reckon as it has to reckon with rising tides and blowing gales and displacements of weights and 

disturbance of electrical equilibrium, it is not that I doubt God’s power in the matter. “Do doubt 

God’s power to work a miracle?” asks these faithful people at those whom they call sceptical, as if 

that had anything to do with the question. We doubt God’s power in nothing. But what has that to 

do with the matter? I do not doubt the power of anyone here to rob, to assassinate, to murder, but 

if one of these crimes were committed and if one of you were accused and I was asked did I doubt 

your power of doing it, and I said ‘No’, and if upon that confession of mine I would be supposed to 

join in your accusation, what sort of a man would you take me to be? What sort of judge would 

accept that opinion of mine as evidence against you? Power is one thing, its use is another. The 

Queen has power to revise criminal sentences, but because that power exists who is so foolish as to 

try and convince us that no jail in the country has an inmate and no wretch within the memory of 



man has suffered a capital sentence. If then we doubt whether prayer can influence the rising and 

setting of the sun and the orderly procession of the seasons and all other similar phenomena, it is 

not that we doubt God’s power, but that our conception of his nature is such as to completely forbid 

our hoping for one moment that he could be moved to any such acts. 

The world of matter is governed by law in which the tiniest dust speck and the most ponderous star 

have a place. It matters not where we look. It may be in the crucible of the chemist or at the nerve 

tissues under the biologist’s microscope, or in the cases of fossils in possession of the geologists; our 

order is the crown and sceptre of nature. Chance is nowhere; fate is but the fetish of the 

superstitious; exceptions are the results which our ignorance forbids us to classify yet. From this 

contemplation of the order of nature we rise to a sublime conception of God as Lawgiver, the Spirit 

who is All in All, the Alpha and the Omega.    

Before beginning and without an end                                                                                                                                    

As space eternal and as surety sure,                                                                                                                                   

Is fired a power divine which moves to good,                                                                                                                         

Only its laws endure.     

Out of the dark it wrought the heart of man,                                                                                                                  

Out of dull shells the pheasant’s pencilled neck;                                                                                                           

Even at toil, it brings to loveliness                                                                                                                                           

All ancient wrath and wreck.    

Such a conception of God, far removed above the ideas some have of him as simply a powerful man, 

commands us to recast many of our opinions regarding his ways. Bring before him these old 

thoughts of prayer and you cannot help feeling ashamed of their peevishness. A farmer went to a 

clergyman friend of mine asking him to pray next Sunday for rain for the crops were being parched 

and heavy loss was staring the farmer in the face. “My friend,” said the clergyman, “ask me not to 

bring that complaint to God. Bring it to your landlord and get him to reduce your rent. Your 

complaint is that you are charged too much for the climate of this district.” 

And yet in a sense the old theology w right. We can still read that sublime conclusion to the “Idylls of 

the King” without a protesting sentiment rising in our hearts. Nay, in it we find a deeply satisfying 

acquiescence.                                                                                                                                                                           

More things are wrought by prayer                                                                                                                                         

Than this world dreams of. Wherefore let thy voice                                                                                                         

Rise like a fountain for men night and day.                                                                                                                      

For what are men better than sheep or goats                                                                                                                

That nourish a blind life within the brain,                                                                                                                        

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer                                                                                                                

Both for themselves and those who call them friend?                                                                                                       

For so the whole round earth in every way                                                                                                                

Boundless gold chains about the feet of God.    

What then do we regard as the legitimate sphere of prayer?  

Wherein is its value? Why should we pray?                                                                                                                             

I have spoken of the order of the universe, of its immutable law. In the setting of the planets that 

that law has no regard for the mind of man. Our thoughts do not influence the path of Jupiter, they 

do not gather the clouds from the heavens nor release the winds from their caves. It is only given to 

us that we can arrange and rearrange these forces, curb them and make them so that they may 



contribute to our power.  But when they burst loose upon us, when we throw ourselves against 

them they crush us as though we were worms – as though we had no nerves to feel and no soul to 

suffer. But that is not the only natural law. There is another set of to which human spiritual powers 

belong, laws in the directing of which the human mind has an influence. In certain spheres mind 

dominates matters, and these spheres are just those from which mankind derives its keenest living 

forces. The mind of man has the key to his joys 

 The operation of mental forces are also felt in a limited area of the material world. As to the 

evidence of faith healing for instance there can be no doubt. The mind cures where medicines fail. 

We also probably all know of some frail body or other held together and strengthened by a strong 

will and an active faith – a frail body which silences forever for those who come in contact with it the 

superstition that the physical is everything. “How wonderful,” says Shelley “How wonderful that 

even the passions, prejudices, interests; that sway the meanest being; the weak touch; that moves 

the finest nerve, and in one human brain, cause the faintest thought becomes a link in the great 

chain of nature.” 

Here we are in a different kind of world from that in which the astronomer and chemist and physicist 

move, for we have now come into a sphere where man’s mind enters as a regulating force. We are 

still in the realm of law for the borders of that realm are infinite. But the operations of law are under 

our own control. If we sit brooding over our troubles, if we ben down under our own burdens, if we 

will only look where the shadows lie, the law condemns us to death. If however we can bid our 

hearts be joyful, if we never lose our grasp of faith, that same law endows us with a new life. 

Here is the field for prayer. If we condemn the making of requests which cannot be granted unless 

we conceive the nature of God to be such as to reverse the order of creation to save us from an 

occasional pang, we are all the more zealous in our preaching that the mind of man has no greater 

privilege than a quiet communion with the mind of God, and that the will of man has no surer guide 

and support than that which it receives from a revelation of the divine will. 

The one value of prayer which we admit is that it is one of the holiest avenues by which we may 

approach the divine presence. Preaching may clear the intellect so that it may not fail to read the 

finger posts on the way, and it may supply some spiritual energy so that the soul may not fast and 

fail in the journey; the singing of praises may lift us up on the wings of gratitude and love and give us 

far off glimpses of the glory and love of him who has showered his blessings upon us and made our 

own heats leap up with gladness; but prayer brings us to his very footstool. Shut off from the world 

for a time in thought and spirit, we dwell with the yearnings of our soul and the aspirations of our 

heart. Our divine affections are loosened from their earthy bonds, the garments of sense fall from 

our shoulders and alone with our purer nature we see our sin and contrition fills us. Only through 

humility can these experiences come to us, only thus do we know God’s great love and beauty and 

purity. 

What is the key to this avenue? Or, in other words, for what are we to pray? If the blessedness of 

prayer depends as I have maintained on shutting off from our minds the ebb and flow of human 

affairs, we thwart our purposes if temporal blessings are asked for. We are in the world of the spirit, 

the world of purities, of love, of beauties, the world of the affections. We call up that side of our 

nature and present it for the blessing of him whose image they are and we pray of him in his mercy 

and love to perfect what he has planned. We recognise our pilgrimage here and yet are convinced 

that accident did not bring us into life and will not lead us through it; we recognise that heavens and 

the earth will pass away and that they have yet a mission to fill; we confess that God’s love is deeper 

than the lowest ocean valley and higher than the utmost star, that though in its manifestations to us 



it comes and goes like the rainbow yet it is more eternal than the heavens, and our great consuming 

desire is to be established in the faith that whilst earth and heaven change man’s soul and God stand 

sure, we therefore pray for a clearer spiritual vision, for a closer walk with God, for the inspired 

passwords which admit us into the holy fellowship of all who have loved and worked and kept the 

faith.  

And when are we to pray? This view widens the times and seasons of prayer by giving it a new aim 

also gives it a new method. Particularly in congregations when we meet filled with an inherited 

reverence for a certain day and with the sacred traditions of a church behind us, an order of worship 

is fitting. A time when an attempt is made to approach to the mind of God in this special way, may 

well be fixed. The spiritual value of two or three being gathered together for purposes of aspiration 

and inspiration deprives the formalism of its mechanical nature and makes it really helpful to those 

who have come to worship. But for the individual the act of prayer is something far more frequent 

than the formal utterance of words. All action is a prayer, if it is action devoted to the cause of 

righteousness, for no man or woman facing the evils of life and determining to do what in him lies to 

right them, can do his work without frequent imperceptible pauses to anoint it with the love of his 

heart and bless it with the yearnings of his soul. There never was a crusader yet, who fought with 

listless carelessness – who never saw resting upon the work of his hands, using it as its foundations, 

the fair structure of his completed ideal. And what is that but a form of prayer? Those dreams of the 

soul’s high desires coming down resting upon our labours, as God’s messengers are said to have 

come down and blessed the dwelling places of his chosen ones, have been constructed by a sigh of 

our souls – a sight that to human perception is infinitely greater than the quiver of a slight wave, but 

which to the divine mind contains the burden and the travail which the human soul has been feeling 

ever since the human grew upon this earth and which it will continue to feel until it has crossed the 

confines of the divine, and which, along with the moan of its burden, carries that cry of childlike jopy 

in its mysterious strength, which is its incentive to labour from generation to generation and from 

phase to phase – just exactly that mingling of pain and hope which is the very essence of a prayer 

that God is to answer. 

And how is prayer answered? Our prayer is answered as we make it. It requires the outstretching of 

God’s hand to manifest his powers to us, just as it requires no work of an artist to  ?? our images on 

a mirror. If we admire evil we will become evil. Someone has said with a profound insight that man 

becomes like the object of his affections. Transfiguration is no imaginary myth. Every passion, every 

affection has its official seal. Sometimes it is impressed on the face, sometimes on the soul./ but it is 

always impressed somewhere and makes the man. God has left avenues of approach to him open to 

us. Prayer is one of these avenues and if we use it sincerely it brings us to God. What else do we 

want? Nothing. We have our friends here. Some of them inspire us with their personality. Do we 

want them when we desire an hour with them to entertain us with demonstrations of their power, 

to enlighten us with a display of their learning, to instruct us with speeches showing their wisdom? 

Nay, the soul is not strengthened in that way! The soul assimilates its nourishment as a plant does. It 

lives on an atmosphere, it thrills by subtle, silent forces. Hence it is that the wise learn wisdom from 

the foolish, the strong derive strength from the weak. Strictly speaking, there is no answer to prayer. 

Rather let us express its value thus: By giving ourselves over to our soul’s yearnings, by invoking the 

presence of God, by throwing open the doors of our mind to spiritual thoughts and influences, by 

recalling to our conscience our sins of and imperfections we are in accordance with the spiritual law 

od progress, putting off the old Adam of blemish and putting on the new of purity. We are leaving 

off the dross of the human and becoming closely identified with the divine. This, it seems to me, is 

the only defence of prayer possible to an enlightened people. 



It is one of these defences by which the substance is abandoned that the name and rite may 

endure? Only a very hasty and bigoted examination can suggest that. I began by claiming that a 

certain part of nature was not subject to prayer. But that part is just that which the selfish and 

peevish would care to rule. At the outset then we purified our conceptions. I proceeded to show that 

the whole world of mind and affection was subject to prayer, and whom is to set bounds to that 

world or who explore its desirableness; and finally it was my purpose to show that we desire a 

demonstration of power such as the sightseers flock to see on our own holidays. Again that was 

moralising our ideas of our relationship with God. Regarded so, prayer becomes an exercise of the 

devout spirit and a privilege of the aspiring soul. It brings us to the secret place of the most high and 

leading us through the gates of humility; it supports us in the steep ascent of the hill of aspiration 

from the slope of which we bet ever widening glimpses of the land of perfect love and joy.                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 































 


